GRADUATES OF THE DOCTORAL PROGRAM

   George Carey, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: University Professor and former Dean, Bloustein School, Rutgers University.

   George Sternlieb, Supervisor.

3) JAMES SCOTT (1972). *Relations Between Pluralism and Social Planning in Contemporary Life.*
   Larry Mann, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Retired.

   George Carey, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Professor Emeritus, Department of City and Regional Planning, Hunter College, CUNY.

   George Carey, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Faculty member, Makerere University, Uganda.

   George Hagevik, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Professor, Department of Regional and Community Planning, Kansas State University.

   George Sternlieb, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Professor, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ.

   Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: Partner in law firm.

   George Carey, Supervisor.
   Current Employment: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
10) JEROME JONES (1974). Urban Education Field Agent Programs and Policy Development at State Departments of Education.
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Educational Consultant.

Salah El-Shakhs, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Faculty member, University of Malawi.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Co-Director, Urban Health Institute, New Jersey.

13) SIMEON HOOK (1976). Attitudes Toward Air Quality and Ice Management in Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, University of Massachusetts, Boston.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Vice President, Chase Manhattan Bank, New York.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, Department of Political Science, DePaul University.

Current Employment: Professor, Ramapo College.

18) MONICA LETT (1977). Rent Control as an Instrument of Local Housing Policy.
George Sternlieb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Retired.

Melvin Levin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, Department of Economics, Florida International University.

Melvin Levin, Supervisor.
June 2020

Current Employment:  Director, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, Washington, DC

Robert Burchell, Supervisor.

George Sternlieb, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Professor, Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University.

Melvin Levin, Supervisor.

Robert Burchell, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Professor, Montclair State College.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Professor, Department of Geography, University of Tennessee.

Donald Krueckeberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Professor and Director, Housing Research Center, Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Salah El-Shakhs, Supervisor.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Associate Director, National Center for Smart Growth Research, University of Maryland, College Park.

James Hughes, Supervisor.
Current Employment:  Associate Professor, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor and Chair, Department of Environmental Design and Planning, SUNY Buffalo.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Foreign Service Officer, U.S. Foreign Service, Washington, DC

32) RICHARD TOMLINSON (1980). *Spatial Inequality and Public Policy in Less Developed Countries: The Case of Kenya.*
Salah El-Shakhs, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, Department of Development Planning, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Director of Government Affairs, Weelebrator Technologies.

Salah El-Shakhs, Supervisor.

Robert Burchell, Supervisor.

James Hughes, Supervisor.

Robert Beauregard, Supervisor.

Robert Beauregard, Supervisor.

James Hughes, Supervisor.

Salah El-Shakhs, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor of Planning, Faculty of Engineering, University of Cairo, Egypt.


Current Employment: Professor and Chair, Department of Community Planning, University of Rhode Island.


Current Employment: Professor, California State University at Pomona


Current Employment: Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Urban Planning, University of Illinois, Chicago.


Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Public Administration, Kyungpook National University, Dagu, South Korea.


Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Planning, University of Iowa.
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Planning, University of Iowa.

Robert Beauregard, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Independent Scholar and Adjunct Professor, New School University.

John Pucher, Supervisor.

Robert Beauregard, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, University of Cairo, Egypt.

Hooshang Amirahmadi, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras.

John Pucher, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Economist and Transport Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglass, Inc., New York City.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Health Officer of Hillsborough Township, NJ.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, School of Public Health, Rutgers University.

60) GEORGE FENICH (1992). *The Dollars and Sense of Convention Centers.*
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, School of Hotel, Restaurant, and Tourism Administration, University of New Orleans.

Frank Popper, Supervisor.
June 2020


Susan S. Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Research Scientist I, New Jersey Department of Health/Senior Services, Division of Addiction Services.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Poverty Research Institute, Legal Services of New Jersey.

James W. Hughes, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Finance, College of Business Administration, National Taiwan University.

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Southwest Missouri State University.

Richard Brail, Supervisor.

Salah El-Shahks, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor of Human Geography, Philadelphia University.

Salah El-Shahks, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, College of Architecture & Planning, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Post-Doctoral Associate, National Center for Neighborhood and Brownfields Redevelopment, Rutgers University.

Don Krueckeberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, Director of the David E. Sweet Center for Public Policy, and Professor of Geography, Rhode Island College, Providence, RI.


Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Post-Doctoral Fellow, Department of Technology and Social Change, University of Linkoping, Sweden.

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Adjunct Professor, Allameh Tabatabai University, Tehran, Iran.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, Instituto de Estudios Economicos y Regionales, Universidad de Guadalajara, Mexico.

Lyna Wiggins, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Professor, Department of Geography and Planning, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Land Use Planner, Brooklyn Borough President’s Office, Brooklyn, NY

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.

James Hughes, Advisor.

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Lecturer, Department of Geography, Cambridge University, UK

Ann Markusen, Advisor.
Current Employment: Regional Program Coordinator, United Nations World Food Programme, Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean, Managua, Nicaragua

89) HENRY MAYER (1999). *The Economic Future of Regions Surrounding Major Nuclear Weapon Sites: Bright or Bleak?*
Michael Greenberg, Advisor.
Current Employment: Executive Director, National Center for Neighborhood and Brownfields Redevelopment, Rutgers University

James W. Hughes, Supervisor.

Current Employment:

Richard Brail, Supervisor

Current Employment: Project Manager, ESRI Professional Services, Redlands, CA

92) POOYA ALAEDINI (2000). *Investment, Human Capital and Industrialization in Developing Countries: The Case of Iran.*
Hooshang Amirhamadi, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Assistant Professor of Social Planning, Faculty of Social Science, University of Tehran

93) DAVID GLADSTONE (2000). *From Pilgrimage to Package Tourism: A Comparative Study of Travel and Tourism in the Third World.*
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Assistant Professor, University of New Orleans, LA

94) SUSANA FRIED (2000). *Micro Enterprise and Democratic Development in the United States*
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor

Current Employment: Gender and Human Rights Consultant, Brooklyn, New York

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Senior Urban Designer, New Jersey Office of State Planning, Trenton, NJ

96) DARIEN SIMON (2000). *Reuse and Public Participation at Small DOE Sites.*
Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Research Associate, National Center for Neighborhood & Brownfield Redevelopment, Rutgers University

Robert Lake, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Associate Professor, University of Wyoming.

Richard Brail, Supervisor.

Current Employment: Transportation Planner, Wilbur Smith Associates, Anaheim, CA

June 2020

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor
Current Employment: Associate Professor, School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs, Northeastern University, Boston, MA.

Hooshang Amiramadi, Supervisor
Current Employment: Visiting Assistant Professor, Milano School, New School University.

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Public Administration, Korea University

Donald Kruckeberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Urban Planning and Environmental Policy, Texas Southern University, Houston, TX

Donald Krueckeberg, Supervisor.

Lyna Wiggins, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Principal, Vertices, LLC, New Brunswick, NJ.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Africana Studies Department, Rutgers University

106) LAURA SOLITARE (2001). *Public Participation In Brownfields Redevelopments Located In Residential Areas.*
Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Urban Planning and Environmental Policy, Texas Southern University

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.

109) ROBERT STOKES (2002). Business Improvement Districts: Their Political, Economic and Quality of Life Impacts.
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, School of Urban and Public Affairs, University of Texas – Arlington

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Research Fellow, Fannie Mae Foundation.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Architecture, Urban Planning and Design, University of Missouri – Kansas City.

Michael Greenberg, Chair.

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Research Officer, Community Development Venture Capital Alliance.

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Post-Doctoral Associate, National Center for Neighborhood and Brownfields Redevelopment, Rutgers University

116) ELYSE GOLOB (2003), The Urban Laboratory: Technology Transfer as an Economic Development Strategy in New York City.
Ann Markusen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Executive Director, Center of Excellence-Border Security and Immigration, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

117) WANDA MILLS-BOCACHICA (2003), Identity, Power and Place at the Margins: Negotiating Difference in el barrio San Anton Ponce, Puerto Rico.
Donald Krueckeberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Historic Preservation Planner, Virgin Islands Historic Preservation Office; Researcher and Policy Adviser, Virgin Islands Delegate to Congress.
June 2020

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Lecturer, Department of City and Regional Planning, Technical University of Berlin.

119) DAVID LEWIS (2003), Innovation, Incubation, and Place: An Empirical Analysis of the Technology Incubators in their Host Communities. 
Ann Markusen, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of Geography and Planning, State University of New York, Albany.

120) ALIDAD MAFINEZAM (2003), For Inquiry and Reform: Think Tanks of the Progressive Era. 
Frank Popper, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Visiting Fellow, University of Toronto.

Ann Markusen, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Urban Policy and Planning, Hunter College, New York, NY.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Associate Professor, College of Urban and Public Affairs, University of New Orleans.

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona.

124) JOSEPH HOERETH (2004), CDCs and Intermediary Support: Balancing Resources and Control. 
Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Development Associate, Community Development Associates.

125) FEREYDOUN NIKPOUR (2004). Relationship Between Changes of Urban Primacy and Demographic and Macro Economic Fluctuations: Case Study of Iran. 
Hooshang Amirahmadi, Supervisor.  
Current Employment: Associate Teaching Professor, Bloustein School, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ.

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.  
June 2020

Frank Fischer and Briavel Holcomb, Co-Supervisors.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Public Policy and Management, Shih Hsin University, Taipei, Taiwan.

Don Krueckeberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Urban and Regional Planning, University of Wisconsin, Madison

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Urban Planning and Policy Program, University of Illinois, Chicago

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor and Associate Director, Merritt C. Becker, Jr. Maritime and Intermodal Transportation Center, College of Urban and Public Affairs, University of New Orleans.

Carl Van Horn, Supervisor.
Current Employment: President, New Jersey Council of County Colleges, Trenton, NJ

Susan Fainstein, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Centre for Urban Policy and Governance, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai, India

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Instructor and Community-Based Research Consultant, Department of History and Social Behavior, Center for Civic Engagement, Middlesex County College, Edison, NJ.

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, West Chester University of Pennsylvania.

Donald Krueckeberg, Chair.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Department of City and Regional Planning, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY.

Susan Fainstein, Chair. (interdisciplinary Ph.D. degree with Sociology)
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Urban Planning and Policy, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL

Michael Greenberg, Chair.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning, Tufts University.

Radha Jagannathan, Chair.
Current Employment: Supervisor of Data and Research, State of Maine Office of Substance Abuse.

Robert Lake, Chair.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, University of Colorado, Denver, CO

David Listokin, Supervisor.

Richard Brail, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Operations Manager, Sanborn Map Company

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Research Associate, the Urban Institute, Washington, DC.

Clinton Andrews, Chair.
Current Employment: Associate Director, Food Policy Institute, Rutgers University.

Dona Schneider, Supervisor.
William Rodgers, Supervisor. 

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Chair of Environmental Policy and Sustainability Management Program & Assistant Professor of Professional Practice, Milano School of Policy, Management, and Environment, The New School, New York, NY

John Pucher, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Associate Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Manager of Research Services, East-West Gateway Council of Governments

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Director of Academic Affairs at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ

Joel Cantor, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Adjunct Associate Professor, University of Maryland University College, Adelphi, MD

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Director / Research Fellow, Department of Civil Economy Research, The Seoul Institute, Seoul, South Korea

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: City Planner II/Urban Demographer, Bureau of Planning & Sustainability, City of Portland, OR

Anton Nelessen, Supervisor. 
Current Employment: Planning Consultant, Consultores, Lisbon, Portugal

154) GWENDOLYN HARRIS (2010). The Impact of Affordable Housing on Taxable Property Valuation in a Poor City.
June 2020

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Director, Walter Rand Institute for Public Affairs, Rutgers University, Camden

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

156) NISHA KORATTYWAROOPAM (2010). *The Role of Privatization in Improving the Efficiency of Urban Bus Services: The Case of India.*
John Pucher, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Lecturer, Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, C.W. Post Campus, Long Island University

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Research Assistant, Alan M. Voorhees Transportation Center, Rutgers University

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Director of Green Energy Division, Gyeonggi Provincial Government, South Korea

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Director, New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Rutgers University

Michael Lahr, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Self-employed Aviation Policy Researcher

Alan Rosenthal, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Teaching Professor, Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy, Rutgers University

Radha Jagannathan, Supervisor.
163) STEPHEN O’CONNOR (2011). *State Mandated Versus Market-Based Locations of Affordable Housing: The Impact of State Housing Programs on the Production of Affordable Housing in the United States.*
Robert Buchell, Supervisor.
Current Employment: President and CEO, NuHouse Group

164) HSIU-TZU BETTY CHANG (2011). *Place Making Versus Place Marketing: The Implications of the Main Street Approach to Neighborhood Commercial Revitalization.*
Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Urban Planning, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Teaching Professor, Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy, Rutgers University.

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Secretary of State, New Jersey

James DeFilippis, Supervisor.

Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Urban Studies Department, LaGuardia Community College, CUNY

Hal Salzman, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Public Administration, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY

171) ROLANDO HERTS (2011). *From Outreach to Engaged Placemaking: Understanding Public Land-Grant University Involvement with Tourism Planning and Development.*
Briavel Holcomb, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Director of the Delta Center for Culture and Learning, Delta State University

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
June 2020

Current Employment: Associate Director, Center for Urban Research and Education, Rutgers University-Camden.

173) PAMELA LEBEAUX (2012). What to Tell the Public? Information Design as Interpretation in Corridor Planning.
Frank Fischer, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Supervising Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff

Joel Cantor, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Teaching Professor, Bloustein School, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

175) DAVID WARING (2012). Regulation of Telecommunications in the Broadband Age.
Stuart Shapiro, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Chief Scientist, Telcordia Technologies, Piscataway, NJ

176) MITCHEL ROSEN (2012). Impact of NIOSH Education and Research Centers on Workplace Practice.
Dona Schneider, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Director, Office of Public Health Practice, UMDNJ-School of Public Health

David Listokin, Supervisor
Current Employment: President, Madison Avenue Business Improvement District, NY

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: James Marston Fitch Assistant Professor of Historic Preservation, Columbia University

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design, Drexel University, Philadelphia

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Co-Owner, Brownfield Redevelopment Solutions, Inc.

David Listokin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Director of Development, The Salvation Army
June 2020

Robert Burchell, Supervisor.
Current Employment: 

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Professor, School of Environment, Johns Hopkins University at Nanjing University

184) HEATHER FENYK (2014) *Drawing From a Common Well: Citizen Knowledge and Pluralism in Passage of New Jersey’s Freshwater Protection Act.*
Karen O’Neill, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Principal, Global Metrics, LLC

Robert Noland, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Cornell University

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies, Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, FL

James DeFilippis, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, City and Regional Planning, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate, Larisa Ortiz Associates, LLC, New York City

Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Development Consultant, Practica Development Services

Frank Felder, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Manager, Energ Markets, ICF International, Fairfax, VA

Kathe Newman, Supervisor.
June 2020

Current Employment: Associate Director, Corporation for Enterprise Development (CFED), Washington, DC.

Julia Rubin, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Instructor, Temple University

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Associate Director, Rutgers Center for Green Buildings, Rutgers University

Joel Cantor, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Research Associate at Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Dept. Family Medicine & Community Health, New Brunswick, NJ

Kathe Newman, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA.

Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor, Department of Technology and Society, Stony Brook University

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Data Science Fellow, The Data Incubator

198) MICHAEL SIMMONS (2015): Expanding the Pathways to Housing for Individuals with Complex Biosocial Challenges: A Comparison of Two Service Delivery Models for Homeless Individuals
Radha Jagannathan, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Project Manager, Cornwall Center for Metropolitan Studies, Rutgers-Newark

Robert Burchell, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Adjunct Professor, Research Associate, NYU Tandon School of Engineering

June 2020

James DeFillipis, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Social Science Analyst, US Department of Housing and Urban Development

201) JUAN RIVERO (2016): ‘Saving’ Iconic Places: Coney Island's Wild Redevelopment Ride
Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Adjunct Assistant Professor of Urban Planning, New York University, Wagner School of Public Service

Robert Lake, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Associate Director, New York City Health + Hospitals/Lincoln

James DeFilippis, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Assistant Professor of Applied Social Sciences and Assistant Director of the Washington Community Scholars Center, Eastern Mennonite University, Washington, DC.

Michael Lahr, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Chief Research Officer, SC Housing, Columbia, SC

Frank Popper, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Senior Analyst: Employee Surveys, Johnson & Johnson

206) MICHAEL STRANGE (2017): The Challenges of Change: Should the Rational Planning Model Used in Long-Range Transportation Planning be replaced?
Michael Greenberg, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Principle, Michael Strange Associates

207) HANDI CHANDRA PUTRA (2017): Real Property Market Responses to Coastal Flooding
Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Postdoctoral Researcher, Building Technology Department, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA

208) CARLA CORONADO (2017): The Chilean Energy Transition: The Role of Politics and Policy in Enabling Transitions in Developing Countries
Clinton Andrews, Supervisor.
Current Employment: MA program in Economics, Columbia University

Thomas Rudel, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Postdoctoral Fellow, The Earth Institute, Columbia University
210) BAHAEREH SEHATZEDEH (2017): *Measuring Transportation Inequality using Composite Indices of Accessibility*
Robert Noland, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Civil Senior Project Manager, GreenbergFarrow

211) MARGARET D’AVERSA (2017): *Institutions, Race, and New Jersey Cities: The Tragedy of Black Youth*
Meredeth Turshen, Supervisor.
Current Employment: Independent Researcher

212) Morgan Campbell (2018): *Navigating Gender, Using Transportation: Themes and Variations in Urbanizing India*
Robert Noland, Supervisor
Current Employment: Research Fellow, Institute of Transport Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Radha Jagannathan, Supervisor
Current Employment: Director, Center for Discovery, Innovation, and Development at Children’s Specialized Hospital, New Brunswick, NJ

214) Angela Oberg (2018): *Sordid Stories and Storied Spaces: The Politics of Sewage in Agra, India*
Karen O’Neill, Supervisor
Current Employment: Assistant Professor of Teaching, Dept. of Human Ecology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

William Rodgers, Supervisor
Current Employment:

Current Employment: Adjunct Professor, Social Sciences, LaGuardia Community College (CUNY) and Educational Coordinator for the LaGuardia and Wagner Archives

Michael Lahr, Supervisor
Current Employment: Research Fellow, Department of Urban Planning and Housing, Gyeonggi Research Institute, Suwon, South Korea

218) Xueying (Mirabel) Chen (2019): *Impact of transport infrastructure on firm formation and post-entry performance: A case study in Hudson County, New Jersey*
Robert Noland, Supervisor
Current Employment: Post-doctoral researcher, Dept. of Geography, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
June 2020

219) Olayemi Adediji (2019): *The impact of indeterminate methods and results on decision-making in highway safety: Spatial factors, model specification and measurement error*
Robert Noland, Supervisor
Current employment: Post-Doctoral Fellow, Urban Analytics Institute, Ryerson University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Mike Smart, Supervisor
Current employment: Post-doctoral researcher, Dept. of Geography, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

221) Sana Ahmad (2019): *Challenges and Opportunities in Meeting Healthcare Needs of Patients with Behavioral Health and Chronic Medical Comorbidities in Primary Care Settings*
Joel Cantor, Supervisor
Current employment: Continuing Clinical Training, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

James DeFilippis, Supervisor
Current employment: Program Director, Economic Democracy Learning Center, Bronx Cooperative Development Initiative, New York, NY

Kathe Newman, Supervisor
Current employment: Postdoctoral Researcher, Department of Social and Economic Geography, Uppsala University, Sweden

224) David Hersh (2020): *The Limits of Legibility: Why Accountability-Based Education Reforms Have Not Been a Panacea*
Radha Jagannathan, Supervisor
Current employment: Director of Proving Ground, Center for Education Policy Research, Harvard University, Philadelphia, PA

225) George Kimmerle (2020): *The ubiquitous parking structure - It's time for a reappraisal*
David Listokin, Supervisor
Current employment: President and CEO, Kimmerle Group, Harding, NJ and New York, NY

226) Amy Rosenthal (2020): *It should be healthy but it should be good": Student and Staff Perspectives on the National School Lunch Program*
Kathe Newman, Supervisor
227) Maia De La Calle (2020): *Is there a monolithic “Hispanic” experience? Understanding the Latinization of a New Jersey school district from the perspectives of families, schools, and a community-based initiative*

Radha Jaganathan, Supervisor  
Current employment:

228) Ioanna Tsoulou (2021): *A Social-Ecological Approach for Heat Adaptation of Senior Low-Income Housing*

Clint Andrews, Supervisor  
Current employment: Research Fellow/Science Manager, Institute of Environmental Design and Engineering (IEDE), The Bartlett School, University College London, London, UK  
starting August 2021: Assistant Professor (non-tenure track), Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI